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THE CO GE VOICE
Volume XI, Number 18 AD FONTES April 12, 1988
by Lisa Allegretto
News Editor
Election ResuUs:Professor
Emeritus
Meredith Wins
Pulitzer Prize
Highest Voter Turnout
in College History Elects
SGA Officers and Trustee
with them as a team. All of the
candidates have something to of-
On March 31, William Meredith.the Henry B. Plant Pro- The 1988-89 S.G.A. Board and fer."
fessor Emeritus of English, was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for the young alumni trustee were Sharp added that he wanted to
poetry for his latest collection, Partial Accounts: New and chosen in last week's election be involved next year, especially
Selected Poems, published on April 30,1987. Meredith was which attracted the highest voter with the new college president and
the poet in residence at Connecticut College for 28 years and turnout ever at Connecticut Col- that he thought that becoming ac-
retired in 1983. lege. Slive in .G.A. was the best way 10
''There is an awfully nice feeling about this," said Sam Botturn, '89, was elected
Meredith in The Day. "I was honored. I can't say anymore." do that,
Meredith suffered a stroke in 1983 and is "OW unable 10 president with 476 votes; Blair The class of 1988 selected Paul
Taylor, '90, vice president received H d f the iu fwrite. "It may be the last poems in him. That's why the award y e or posi on 0 young
is so apropos," said Michael R.Collier, who helped Meredith 592 votes; Andy Sharp,'89,S.A.C. alumni trustee with 104 of 253
chair, 734 votes; Jansen Calarnita, t H d '11 lhrwith Partial Accounts and is a graduate of Connecticut Col- vo es. y e WI serve a ee year
lege. '90, judiciary board chair, 386 term on the Connecticut College
Partial Accounts is a compilation of Meredith's already votes; and Pamela Kane, '89, pub- Board of Trustees addressing is-
published works but also includeslO previously unpublished lie relations director, 376 votes. sues such as the college's endow-
poems. Meredith once said of his poetry, "My poems are for With a voter turnout of 62.5%, ment and long term goals.
people who like to read poetry but don't find 'modem' poetry 995 students participated in the The inauguration of the new
attractive." Twoofhis favorite poets are Robert Frostand Carl election, the highest number in board members will take place
Sandburg. Connecticut College's history. Wednesday, May 11, at 8 P.M. in
Meredith was one of three poets, along with Robert Penn As stated by Bonum whose Conn Cave. The group will begin
Warren and Muriel Rukeyser, asked to read at W.H. Auden's platform emphasized S.G .A.'s meeting as an assembly after that
memorial service. He was the only poet selected for two 1--------+-------1 service mentality as well as pro- date. "We've got a lotIO take on
consecutive terms as the Poetry Consultant to the Library of Pamela Kane P I H d moting the 3:2 academic plan, next year ...and we'll stan tornor-
Congress, from 1978 10 1980. In 1980 he received the Inter- au y e ''This isagoOdgroupof people. and row," concluded BOllum.
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Students participate in model
United Nations
by Allison Knocke
The College Voice
by India Ellis
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fin Defense of Liberal Democrats
....
The Bookstore: New Light on the Subject
Letter to the Voke:
.~ We would like 10address anar-
~ tiele that appeared in the 2/23 issue
~ of The College Voice entitled "An
~ elephant. not an ass." In this article,
<5 Tom Neff presented a critique of
.:! Connecticut College's "self pro-
e.;; claimed Liberal Democrats" that
was boIh offensive and absurd. His
astigmatic analysis demands rebut-
tal.
Neff proclaims that these Lib-
eral Democrats are hypocritical in
that they do not support their ideol-
ogy or political pany by engaging
in philanthropic activities such as
working in soup kitchens. It strikes
us as odd that Mr. Neffbelieves that
his conservatism separates him
from helping our nation's hungry.
Democrats and Republicans often
worlc side by side in soup kitchens
because hunger is a problem of hu-
manity and not of politics. Further-
more, many students at Connecti-
Leiter to the Voice:
I am writing in response to the
article in the Tuesday, March 8,
1988 issue of the Voice criticizing
the business practices of the Con-
necticut College Bookstore An-
nex. As a former long-time em-
ployee of the Bookstore under both
College and Brennan manage-
ment, I am appalled by the misin-
formation presented by Mr. Coffey
in his column.
Book prices have always been
a source of student complaint As a
recent graduate I can sympathize
with rhose who find rhe cost of
course books outrageous. Yet the
culprit in the great majority of
cases is not the campus bookstore,
but rarher the publishers them-
selves. For the most part, college
bookstores, whether operated by
the school or by a lease operation,
price their books not according to
their own whim or greed, butrather
on the basis of a suggested price of
the publisher. Books come from
the publisher at two different
marlcup rates - one for books used
only as text. and one for books that
are also sold as trade items (i.e. in
relaii bookstores). The majority of
books used in courses, especially
the very expensive hardbacks, are
sold at the text markup, which is
only 20-25% of the sellig price.
This is less than the percentage the
Bookstore must marlc up an item
(any item) if it is going 10 break
even as a business. In other words,
the Bookstore makes no money
and, in some cases, loses money on
the majority of its textbooks. The
way most college bookstores man-
age 10 stay in business is 10 sell
things like clothing, candy, and
school supplies at normal retail
percentages. And if Barnes and
Nobel is able 10offer a given book
at a lower price, it is because they
sell in large volume with less over-
head, thereby reducing the markup
they need to make a profit The
college bookstore text business is
not a mass market business, and
therefore cannot offer the same
prices as a nation-widerelaii chain.
cut College are involved in philan-
thropism through organizations
such as SOAR, Great Hunger
Cleanup, Habitat foc Humanity,
The South African Scholarship
Fund, theOfficeofVolunteer Serv-
ices, and various political cam-
paigns. Finally, the assenion that
one's liberalism is hinged upon
active cornunity service is the logi-
cal equivalent of stating that Mr.
Neff may not profess conservatism
without lobbying Congress to de-
regulate industry or joining a band
ofContras.
In addition, Mr. Neff's asser-
tion that unknowledgeable political
viewpoints are solely a liberal phe-
nomenon experienced by individu-
als slow in reaching mental puberty
is ignorant 10the point that a formal
rebuttal would only serve to lend
unwarranted plausibility 10his ar-
gument
Our purpose in writing this
Mr. Coffey is also completely
unfounded in his charge that the
Bookstore's used book policies are
unethical. The Bookstore offers in-
house buy back of textbooks,
whereby a text which has been or-
dered by a professor for the next
term will be bought back at half of
the new price, then marked up 33%
(10 75% of the new price), not the
200-300% quoted by Mr. Coffey.
The Bookstore makes little or no
money on these books, since most
of the money goes to covering its
own costs in handling the books.
The remainder of the used books
that are purchased are done so for
sale to a used book company, and it
is that company, not the Bookstore,
which makes a profit from those
books. If there are times when the
Bookstore will not buy back a book
that you know will be used the next
term, it is probably because the
professor has not yet submitted an
order. The bookstore cannot buy
back a book unless it has already
been ordered, so in such a case you
should talk to the professor and ask
them to put in an order so that the
book may be bought back. If there
are books which the Bookstore will
not buy back, it is because there is
no one who will purchase them at
the moment, and the Bookstore
does not have the resources to
stockpile these books. If you think
about it, there are very few busi-
nesses that allow you to purchase an
item, use it. then return it for cash
totalling up to 50% of its present
new cost (not just the price you paid
for it!).
Mr. Coffey makes Ihecommem
that the Bookstore would be able to
offer beuer prices if it was College
operated. While there are many dif-
ferent arguments concerning the
leasing of college operations to out-
side groups, it is notelear that in the
case of the Bookstore there would
be any great advantage. Quite the
contrary, there are many advan-
tages to havingjhe bookstore opera-
tion run by a lease operation. Bren-
nan has an entire network of book-
stores available for searches for
Paul Austin, '88
Jim Borah, '88
letter is not merely to engage in the
simple, yet negative, task of prov-
ing Mr. Neff's argument fallacious.
Instead, we would like to construc-
tively present our views on the
Presidental election which comes
to Connecticut on March 29th. This
election allows our community 10
have an impact on the future of our
nation. The United States needs 10
forge a path into the 1990's based
upon retooled and competitive in-
dustry, an honest and compassion-
ate view of human rights and the
Rule of Law, and using the im-
proved climate for U.S.-Soviet
negotiations 10 ensure peace and
stability. It is our helief that the can-
didate best suited to lead our nation
into the 1990's is Mike Dukakis.
Respectfully submitted,
texts that are difficult 10find and for
sharing used book resources. This
is especially important 10 profes-
sors, who otherwise might not be
able to use a certain text due to
limited availability from the pub-
lisher. My understanding is that
faculty feedback concerning the
Bookstore has been quite positive
in this respect. Another advantage
is that, due to the size of the organi-
zation, certain non-specific retail
items such as clothing and school
supplies can be purchased in large
quantities for all the Brennan
stores, thereby reducing the final
cost of these items 10you.
Yet what bothers me more than
the content of this article is the
profound lack of integrity it dis- [
plays, 'especially coming from a
member of the editorial staff.
Clearly it was written without re- F;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
search, and without regard for the
staff of the Bookstore, who work
very hard to bring a high quality
service to this campus. It consis-
tently amazes me that one can find
this level of thought at one of the
better liberal arts colleges in the
country, where careful thinking,
careful research, and a sense of
community form the basis of a lib-
eral arts education, and education
which is directly opposed 10 such
small-minded, unthinking, incon-
siderate slander. If the author had
taken the time to use a little of his
S60,OOOeducation, he might have
found that his beliefs ahout the
Bookstore were founded on the
basis of uninformed gossip, and
with a few hours of research he
could have written an article which
would have educated the commu-
nity. Instead he produced a piece
which only serves to misinform the
community and further reinforce
the misconceptions surrounding
the operation of the Bookstore
Annex. I think an apology to the
staff of the Bookstore is in order.
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CONNTHOUGHT
Ogling at Conn:
Are You Serious?
by Peter J. Falconer
In my three years at Connecti-
cut College, I have seen some pretty
odd and kooky things. I thought I
had seen everything until March 3,
when a questionnaire on sexual
harrassment was slipped under my
door. Prepared by the "Sexual Har-
assment Committee," this 5-page
document asked some questions
that were ridiculous and even bor-
dered on hilarity.
The Sexual Harrassment
Committee-How did such arnelo-
dramatic, crackpot committee
come into being? The brain trust of
S.G.A. have outdone themselves
once again. What will come next?
Personally, I think the College
might be well-served by an "Axe
Murder of Native Americans Com-
mittee." This committee would
raise student awareness and con-
vince those who think they were
General Custer in a previous life
that they are not alone and should
step forward for psychological
help.
There were 30 questions on
harrassment by instructors, and
many of these were blatantly ri-
diculous. One asked whether an
instructor had ever displayed por-
nography in class. Now that I think
about it. my eeon. professor's ren-
dering of the marginal demand
curve looked rather like a woman's
breast! Gee, I feel like I have been
violated.
One of my favorites dealt with
whether a professor had ever ex-
posed his or her genitalia to me.
After thinking it over, I realized that
professors lecturing with their
pants down was indeed a major
problem on this campus and must
be dealt with. Maybe we could have
an awareness series on the prob-
lem ....
I think that whoever prepared
this questionnaire had good inten-
tions, but these intentions were
obscured by the outrageous form of
the final product I recognize that
sexual harrassment may be a prob-
lem for some on this campus.
However. it is not so widespread
that it is necessary to have a com-
mittee dedicated solely 10its inves-
tigation. Along with rap-sessions
and awareness weeks, forming
committees is seen by liberals as a
sure-fire solution to any problem. I
think it would be far more reason-
able 10 handle harrassment as part
of the duties of an integrated Com-
mittee on Student Life.
Moreover, the emphasis of the
questionnaire was wrong. Al-
though there were twice as many
questions referring to harrassment
by professors, I believe that stu-
dents are the source of most har-
rassmentcases. Ifone were tojudge
by the questions asked, he would
come to the conclusion that the
faculty of Connecticut College is a
horny, illicit band of godless child
molesters who care less about edu-
cation than raping all the cute stu-
dents. Needless to say, thi's is ri-
diculous, yet that is the attitude
conveyed.
As with other projects of a de-
cidedly liberal bent, this question-
naire seems to be the genesis of a
witch hunt for those who are seen to
be violating the sacred social rights
of the American people. If I were a
professor who had read this, I
would be afraid to even glance at a
student lest I be sccused of "ogling
students in a way that was inappro-
priate." Iwould never, ever. want to
touch a student since it might be
viewed by the leftists vigilantes on
campus as an "unwanted attempt to
touch a student." A fum handshake
could be the end of my academic
career.
One can see a left-wing brand
of McCarthyism emerging here. A
problem of minor proportions is
blown-up into a major deal, and
soon everyone is suspicious of the
slightest glance or handshake. This
type of hysteria would not be bene-
ficial to the college community.
Although sexual harrassment
is an important issue; the problem
was blown out of proportion and
misinterpreted. A more reasonable
approach within the proper frame-
work would certainly be more ef-
fective.
Peter J. Falconer is the new Edi-
IOr.in Chjefofthe CoUere voice
Drug Money at Conn. on a Saturday
Night, Reckless?
by John Maggiore
The Connecticut College commu-
nity must be paying millions of
dollars to organized crime. With
the drug use that goes on here, it is
no wonder murderous gangsters
drive around in Mercedes. wear
$500 suits, and carry only the fin-
est in automatic weapons. Day
after day every newspaper from
the New York Times to the New
London Day carries stories about
million dollar drug raids, inno-
cents being killed in drug battles,
and everyone from school teach-
ers to C.I.A. men to entire Central
American governments being
corrupted in more ways than one
by the nightmare that is the ilJega!
drug industry. And who funds the
nightmare? College students
whowant to have a good time on a
Saturday night.
Right away, someone will say,
"Don't blame college students,
everyone does drugs." Interesting
words coming from a campus that
voted to divest all interests from
South Africa by a staggering
77%. We don't want to support
South Africa, but it's o.k. to sup-
pori drug lords that make the
atrocities of the South African
government look like the kinds of
things nuns like to to on a Sunday
in May. Besides that, if anyone
really believes that college cam-
puses do not provide a significant
percentage of many drug criminals'
incomes, then they have probably
been doing far too many drugs them-
selves.
The Connecticut College campus is
certainly a large source of funds for
the illegal drug industry. People
aren't even discreet about their drug
use. It's as if they don't even realize
that drugs are illegal. People walk the
halls with their "bongs," sniff co-
caine in the bathrooms, and smoke
pot in their rooms with their doors
wide open. If Campus Safety, the
Administration, or the Judiciary
Board are doig anything about the
drug crimes that go on on campus,
it's a secreuo me. One wonders if the
drug users on campus ignore the fact,
or actually don't know, that every
penny spent on drugs goes 10support
mobsters who cause chaos for a Jiv-
ing and murder for pleasure.
Some may offer "legalization" as a
solution. There are many problems
with this so called solution besides
the threats that increased drug use
would cause to society's health,
medical costs, and sanity (not 10
mention "moral fiber," for those who
are concerned with that). For one
thing, most people who argue for
"legalization" are talking about the
legalization of marijuana, not so
called "hard" drugs like cocaine,
L.S.D., or heroin. Ifmarijuana were
legalized, the drug trade would con-
tinue full speed (no pun intended).
Also, if marijuana, or any other ille-
gal drugs, for that matter, were le-
galized, organized crime would
probably continue to offer a
cheaper, easier to obtain (for mi-
nors), and more potent product
After the Food and Drug Admini-
stration got through with the stuff,
and excise taxes were placed upon
it, any legal version of whatever
drug would not be as desirable as
the still available illegal version.
Besiders all that, the legalization
"solution" is impractical because
legalization is just not going to
happen any time soon. Most law
makers don't like to legalize sub-
stances that destroy individuals,
and corrode societies.
The crime of buying drugs is not
like jaywalking. Every dollar spent
on drugs goes to heinous criminals.
Even if the friendly, "innocent"
drug contanct on campus is not a
murderous drug lord, the guys that
sell him the drugs are. The worst
thing about it is that the bullets will
continue to fly, the illegal arms will
continue to be shipped, the honest
judges, courageous witnesses, and
innocent bystanders will continue
to die, and the drug dealers will
continue to prosper, all because Joe
Mellow on campus has to have a
good time on a Saturday night.
Jobn Maggiore is a regular con-
tributor to the College Voice
Constructively Criticizing Connecticut College
hy Edward D. Kania
As the era of President Oakes
Ames slowly comes to a close and
we welcome Claire Lyon Gaudi-
ani to direct our college, I felt a
need to suggest some possible
changes that Connecticut College
could do well to implement It is
at these turning points in life that
one should become introspective
and constructively criticize the
faults which came before. Since
President Ames has been an
admirable administrator and 'has
had little to do with the following
faults, I feel that a comprehensive
list is highly appropriate at this
time.
I, The "safe sex" phenome-
non. During the past two years,
Connecticut College has been
flooded with condoms and "safe
sex" kits. Speakers tell us it's 0.1e.
to have premarital sex as long as
we have our "protection" from
AIDS. For once, I would like to
see a department or club here
"SOAR, LaUnidad,
and Umoja , , . a one
way ticket to South
Africa."
promote a lecturer who tells a
packed Dana Hall that abstinence
is possible (and maybe even
morally right) in today's world.
Put some control on those
hormones, people, and just say
"not until marriage."
2. SOAR, La Unidad, and
Umoja scholarship. Connecticut
College should offer a fund to
give everyone in these three
organizations a one-way ticket to
South Africa so that they can
ameliorate the conditions for the
majority that has been subju-
gated. It is very easy for a bunch
of middle to high class students
sit around at Connecticut
College easing their moral
consciences by performing such
"safe" taaks as holding balls and
setting up Black Awareness
Weeks (and while we are on the
subject, why have Black
Awareness Weeks been a
continual occurrence but a
White Awareness Week has
never been formulated by
SOAR). Even the Fanning
Takeover had as one of the main
provisions (a provision wltich
held up talks and lengthened the
takeover, by the way) a nonpun-
ishment clause for the students.
If you are truly dedicated to
helping the cause of blacks, then
quite Comecticut College (we
know how racist this place is) and
go to South Africa or Harlem and
work for equalityl
3. The S.G.A. Problem. It is
truly amazing how a group of
students who run student govern-
ment for the student population
here at Connecticut College can be
"It is the duty of the
student populace ... to
now call for reform."
continually sticking their noses in
nonstudent business. This year,
Sam Seder and S.G.A. has tried to
tell Connecticut College employees
that they need a union, trustees that
they are racists because the College
hasn't divested, and the Admini-
stration must SIring up that worker
who wrote the racist letter. I think
the new President should pass leg-
islation which would forbid all
government types from putting
their S.G.A. experience on their
resumes if S.G.A. exceeds its
mandate one more time.
Our new president, no matter
how committed to change, will
not be able to implement any of
these changes. It is the duty of the
student populace who are not
caught up in any of these prob-
lems to now call for reform. If the
charges here seem trite and
idiotic, good. You are starting to
realize just how trite and idiotic
these organizational problems are.
Edward D. Kania is a regulllr
Voice columnist
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~,:;Is Con ne ct I·CU t didn't do something when they feel unsatisfied. . cienedtyis to criticize. But well-inlen_
.., could of," said Associate Dean Ray. "The music at the parties IS uo groups on campus increase
''Ever since the Fanning takeover different than I'm used to. My skin cowardice in whites to criticize any
everything has changed. Hiring and hair is different so tcan'tjusrgo member of a minority group for fear"College ComOOtting policies have changed." to the booIcstoreand buy products [ that they'll be called racist, so no
~ KinnTmhisse'Yasearan'thAffiecumaollegbe'vhaseAhCbired.onuse for my black hair and skin. issues are discussed and we get
-: They don't sell them. [shouldn't nowhere."
i.I' Officer. States Kirrnrnse, "[ think have to adjust to an entirely new The fact that the number of"~~Rae I·sm? this college is bending over back- culture in my own country," ex- minorities in this country is increas-
~ wards to combat racism and put into plains Pam Holmes, '89. ing at a rapid rate demands that this
... effect affirmative action. For ex- Antonis Kamasas, '88, be- issue be addressed. How Connecti-
subtle of the three, is the message ample, the Admissions Office is lieves the problem sterns from lack cut College will deal with the grow-
that preppy, white and rich is good working very hard to recruit stu- of communication. "One of the ing problems ahead remains to be
and everything else is unworthy or dents of color." ~m~o~st~e~sse~n~ti~a1:..w:.a:,yc::s:.:to::::im::p!::r~o:-v::.e::,so::.-_.:.see=n.:...-: =-= _____
to be scorned. [t is when a person [n addition, the college is par- / S N ADM 0 C "-
believes the culture helshe was ticipatinginaconsortiumwithother •• .r. oves on "
raised in is the best and the others colleges in which we band together
are inferior." and try to change the situation in
Affirmative Action Officer, recruiting colored staff and stu-
Judy Kirmmse, believes that "the dents. We're repackaging financial
keypartofracismiswhenpeoplein aid so it has more grants and less
power are prejudiced and so in loans, some aimed at minority stu-
subtle ways close doors or don't dents."
open them equally for all people." Connecticut is also strongly
Statistics show that by the year encouraging every member of the
2015 the number of Blacks and administration and faculty to go
Hispanics will increase to lout of through awareness workshops
every 3 persons in the U.S.. At being held. "It's difficult to gel
present 25% of aUjobs require post people to go because other commit-
secondary education but will rise to rnents get in the way. EventuaJlywe
50% by2015. Educationisbecom- want to train everyone but it will
ing an increasingly valuable com- take years," explained Ray.
modity and with the expanding There are also many student run
minority population in this country groups on campus such as SOAR,
minority education is becoming a LA UNIDAD, UMOJA and ASIA
primary concern in college admis- aimed at heightening social aware-
sions offices. ness via workshops, speakers, and
In recent years Connecticut meetings.
College has taken steps towards Yet despite efforts to recruit
combating racism and encouraging minority students and faculty, the
more minorities to join the coUege administration's attempts to
community, but this has not always heigh len social awareness among
been the case. the college staff, and student
''The college let the issue of groups' work to bring social issues
racism slide in the 70's and they out in the open, many students still
and the policies of each candidate.
Another principle of Lobby Day
is an organized protest against what
members consider to be General
Electric's participation in theescala-
tion of the arms race. G.E. employs
a 120 member staff of lobbyists to
protect their eleven billion dollar
defense contracting interests.
"[ thought that to protest G.E.
could be silly, but it is obvious that
G.E. has separated Iightbulb making
from nuclear weapons completely,"
said Mach Arom ('89), S.NAP.
member.
S.N.A.P. members will also be
attending a number of leadership
workshops that will discuss methods
of promoting nuclear awareness.
One of the goals of S.N.A.P. is to
eventually establish a peace studies
minor, a goal that has been realized
at others colleges, such as Tufts.
Upon returning, S.N.A.P. will pres-
ent a workshop entitiled "Is War In-
evitable?"to share what they learned
during Lobby Day.
Two black students are stand-
ing in line at Cm and overbear a
white student call them Niggers.
A white student refuses to live
with his roomate on the grounds
that he is black.
A black student is walking
alone on campus and a group of
white students are walking in her
direction. There are black oil spots
on the street. One of the students
from the group says, "Look, black
spots on the ground," and another
replies, "Yeah, there are also black
spots walking," loud enough for
the black student to hear.
These are some of the race
related incidents that have recently
occurred on this campus.
"Racism, defined by Dr.
Charles King as prejudice plus
power. exists in three forms,"
explained Sheila Gallagher, '88,
President of Society Orgartized
Against Racism (S.O.A.R.).
"Personal racism consists of
calling an individual racial slurs.
Institutional racism is when one
out of around 150 faculty members
is black. Cultural racism, the most
By Anjuli Raw
The College Voice
On Wednesday, April 13,
eleven students will be going to
Washington, D.C. .to participate in
Lobby Day, an event sponsored by
the United Campuses to Prevent
NuciearWar(U.C.A.M.). Tbetrip
is being sponsored by the S.NAP.
(Student Nuclear Awareness Proj-
ect).
Lobby Day, which is actually
three days, is part of U.C.A.M.'s
"Spring of Action" which has also
included signing petitions calling
for expeditious ratification of the
I.N.F. Treaty.
Students will have the oppor-
tunity to meet with members of
Congress to discuss the arms race.
A march to the Capitol and a rally
on its steps are also on the agenda.
There is no specific focus on
any particular government pro-
gram. There will be much discus-
sion about the upcoming elections
-,
(Well, almost.)
The Chance of a Lifetime
Hyou are fond money, know how tomanage it efficiently and
have a clear idea of how tomake more of it, this just may be
your chance of a lifetime. The College Voice Publishing Group
is now acrepting applications for ~te Publisher. The
right person will direct the B~ &Advertising Dept.,
aswell as sit on the ExecUtive Committee and the Board of
Directors of The College Voice Publishing Group Fund, Inc.
This opportunity for real ~ experience should notbe
~ up. Hck up an application inem 212.
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Africa through involving the entire col- pology, Economic History IA, Geogra- :=.:
lege community in the endeavor. phy as Spacial Science.Transpcrtarion ...~
In the text of the letters from Miss studies. England in 17th and t8lh Cen- 10-.0
Ramese, Lisa refers to the "Open Soci- turies, Imperial Spain 1500·1700, &:0- ~
ery Scholars Fund", This is the name nomic History IB, Environmental Im-
that is usedfor her Connecticut College- pact Assessment, Development Stud- tit
sponsored scholarship in South Africa. ies. History 2B, History 3. Rise of
The letters. which arrived on August24. Communism, USA in the 20th Cen-
1987, and March 14, 1988. respec- rury, South Africa in the Industrial Era,
lively. were sent from Durban, South Geography 3, Environmental Manage-
Africa. and addressed to President ment, Urban Studies. Intra-Urban
Oakes Ames. Transport, and Political Geography.
Lisa has sent a transcript of her Blair Taylor, chairman of the
::::::}>v.@~¥.iii§~i4.i:ii:i~:il@~~i~~~@¥i~~~:~~:iiiiliiiii;~iii~~¢@~~~~~~:ili~¥%.::::who are interested in correspondence.
Focus:
From South Africa to New London: Letters from our scholarship recipient
and universities, have sponsored schol-
arships that defray room, board and liv-
ing expenses for black South African
students attending integrated universi-
ties there. These scholarships are coordi-
nated by the New England Board or
Higher Education: The universities in
Soulh Africa pay for the student's tui-
tion. while the scholarship ($1,800),
pays for room and board, books, and
By Jon Dobson
AssIstant Features Editor
Lisa Ramese, the South African
student who has heen the recipient of
Connecticut College' s South African
Scholarship for the past three years has
written two letters of thanks.
Since 1985, Connecticut Col-
lege, with other New England colleges
other costs.
The New England Board of
Higher Education and tlae University
of Cape Town cooperate to make
access to a good educanon possible
for non-white students at one of the
five integrated universities in South
Africa. One goal of the S .G.A. Schol-
arship Committee is to make a differ-
ence in the troubled nation of South
Whether you're crossing the USA,touring
Mexico. or venturing to Europe, you see
the most fascinating sites and get the
most from your dollar with today's best-
selling budget travel series. LET'SGO
takes you off the beaten path, "away from L ,
the clutter and crowds" (Houston Post).
"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and
comprehensive:' -Los Angeles Times
The Smart
Way to See
More and
Spend Less
HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!
USA. Europe. Melico • Britain llretanol
• France. lIaty. Greece. Israel I Egypt
• Spain, Portugal I Morocco. California I
Hawaii. Pacific Northwest, Western Canaola
I Alaska
$10.95 each (USAlUIoi Europe, $11.95 each)
Sf.MAImN'S PRESS
DID YOU KNOW?
• Youcan slay in a bungalow in Haifa,
Israel for $7,50 a night-with breakfast!
• One of the friendliest B&B's in Scotland
only costs £3.75 a night
• Breakfast can be FREEin Las Vegas
• There's an all-you-can-eat iuncheon in
Honolulu lor under $4
• Youcan ride a loaned bike FREEin Turin
• There are untouristed, unspoiled
beaches and ruins near the Yucatan's
most popular resorts
... and much, much more!
S.G.A. Brief
March 31, 1988
OFFICERS REPORT
Sam Seder, S.G.A. President -
Reported on faculty hinderance
regarding lhe S.C.E. (Students for
Coherance in Education) proposal.
The only tangible reconunendations
were to enhance the pre-mjor advising
handbook, put class syllabi on reserve
in the library, and form a student
cornmitee.
OLD BUSINESS
-Motion to change the secretary of
each class from an elected position to
an appointed one by Jim Griifm
('89). Amended to exclude freshman
class secretary. Passed 27-0-4.
NEW BUSINESS
-Motion to deny House Senators and
Governors room priority by Jim
Piccolini ('88). Motion failed.
Motion by Ian Johnson ('89) to give
both the House Senator and Governor
room priority, the order to be
determined by a coin flip. Motion
passed .
THE COLLEGE VOICE
is searching for budding journalists,
Write for The Voice.
Staff Meetings Tuesdays
6:30 p.m.
Crozier-Williams 212
�-
Pre-approved credit&~Ocashback.
If you've received orwill receive your bachelor's degree
from a 4-yearcollege, or graduate degree from an accredited
institution between October 1, 1987 and January 31,1989, you
can qualify for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program.
We can give you pre-approved credit through Ford Credit
and $400 cash back that can be used as a down payment on your
new Ford. Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars or trucks
listed below and only if you take delivery by December 31,1988.
Ask your dealer about other retail incentives which may be
available, too.
For more information, call this toll-free number:
1-800-321-1536. Or see your New England Ford Dealer today.
EscortGT Escort
~
TaurusTempo Mustang
Ranger
Bronco II
Aerostar
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_------;=--:::-::-_P_SyChOlogy Honor Society, Psi
Shann... Stelly the induction ceremony by Ber-
The College Yoke nard Murstein, professor of psy-
chology, the goals of Psi Chi are to
"encourage. stimulate, and main-
lain excellence in scholarship of
individual members in aU fields
particularly in psychology, and t~
advance the science of psychol-
A March 8 induction cere-
mony marked the official begin-
ning of the Connecticut College
chapter of Psi Chi, the psychology
National Honor Society.
According to a speech read at
ogy."
The society's immediate plans
include a membership drive, wilb a
second initiation before the year
ends. Psi Chi's Vice President
Amy Young, '90, said Ibat anolher
initiation is especially important
for graduating seniors, since Psi
Memb~.of Psi Chi Honor Society
J. SOLOMON, INC.
Carrying a complete line of Office Supplies & Stationery
27 Bank st.
DINO'S PIZZA
Family Pizza Restaurant
203 Jefferson Avenue
New London. CT 443-32:n
*Free Delivery*
Free Soda Tuesdays
Grinders. Pasta. Salads
7 Days 11 a m > 1 arn.r---------------------'
I DINO'S PIZZA 75' Off Medium Pizza I
I COUPON $1.00 Off Large Pizza I-
I -----------.-----------
ADOPTION: Loving cocp'e. physician and
psychologist, deeply wishes 10 adopt
newborn. Welcoming warm lamily, love, op-
portunities! Expenses paid. Legal, contden-
nat Call Ellie collect 212·724·7942.
New London Mall
2 sets of photos for the price of one to all Conn. College students
Begins at Conn. ?
chology Advisory Board. ~
For the Connecticut College ~
chapter to be formed, the charier ~
members had 10 apply to the 03- .;:;
tiona! organization as a group. In ;0
January the psychology depart- &:
ment was notified lhat approval had ...,
been granted for a charier. Future
members will only need to be ap-
proved by Joan Chrisler, assistant
professor of psychology, who
serves as the society's advisor.
Charter members of Psi Chi at
Connecticut College are Eileen
Brady, '90, president; Amy Young,
'90, vice president; Karen Frost,
'89, secretary; Sarah Young, '89,
treasurer; Lisa Sylvia, '88; Allan
Church, '88; Mary Haines, '89; and
Margo Coleman, '88. Three pro-
fessors have also been indue led;
Chrisler, Stuart Vyse, assistant
professor of psychology, and Ann
Sloan Devlin, associate professor
of psychology.
Meredith Wins Pulitzer Prize
Chi,
Chi membership would be a strong
point on a resume.
Membership in Psi Chi is open
tomajors in psychology orpsychol-
ogy based human relations, stu-
dents minoring in psychology, and
graduate students in psychology.
In addition, an overall grade point
average of3.0 and a 3.4 in psychol-
ogy are required. Dues are $25 for
lifetime membership.
Psi Chi was founded at Yale
University in 1929, became an
honor society during the 1960's,
and joined the Association of Col-
lege Honor Societies in 1965.
There are currently over 600 chap-
ters at colleges and universities
nationwide.
Young noting that there is not a
psychology club at Connecticut
College, hopes that Psi Chi will "act
as a club for the department.i.taking
over social duties," which had pre-
viuosly been handled by the Psy-
CQlItilllUd from p.l
national Vaptsarov Prize in Poetry.
Meredith was also given a $25,000
senior fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Arts in 1984.
The Connecticut College com-
munity received the news of
Meredith's award with excitement,
"We're elated and so proud," said
Jane Bredeson, Secretary of the
College in The Day. Bredeson has
known Meredith for more than 25
years and described him as, "A
person of great generosity, paricu-
larly of his ideas and of himself."
"William Meredith is keenly
aware of the relationship of the
present to the past," said Gerda
Taranow who is currently a profes-
sor of English at Connecticut and
has known Meredith for more than
20 years.
"One day when he was talking
with me about Paradise Lost, I
invited him 10 lecture in my Milton
course," recalled Taranow. "He
spoke on the Temptation Scene in
Book IV of the epic, and his ap-
proach was conversational, quiet,
thoughtful, How exciting it was for
Connecticut College students to
have had the opportunity to listen 10
a contemporary poet comment on
the techniques of a monumental
figure of the 17th century!"
Janet K. Gezari, Professor of
English at Connecticut College and
friend of Meredith's for 18 years,
described Meredith's writing in
The Day as "filled with a joy of
living that really isn't all that com-
mon."
Meredith was born in New
Yorlc CilY in 1919. He received an
A.B. degree from Princeton in 1940
and worked briefly as a copy-boy
for theNew York Times until 1941.
He served as a Navy pilot in the
Korean War. Meredith came 10
Connecticut College in 1955.
Meredith has published eight
other volumes of poetry including:
Love Letter from an Impossible
Land (1944), Ships and Other
Figures (1948), The Open Sea and
Other Poems (1958), The Wreck of
the Thresher and Other Poems
(1964), Earth Walk: New and Se-
lected Poems (1970), Harold the
Painter (1975), The Cheer (1980),
and Poets of Bulgaria (1986).
• PORTRAIT PACKAGES
• SAME DAY PROOF
• NEXT DAY PACKAGES
• OTHER SERVICES AVAII.ABI.E
TECHNICOLOR ~ THE PORTRAIT
PHOTO LAB .-." ~ ~ STORE
• , HOUR FILM DEVElOPING t \
• EIIII:ARGEMENTS
• OLD PHOTOS COPIED
.SUDES .
• BLACK & WHITE
[443-7996 I
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Primary Results
Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis won Connecticut'
Democratic presidential primary on March 291h, netting 58 percent 0
the vote and 36 of the state's 52 at-large delegates.
Dukakis fmished 30 percentage points ahead of the Reverend Je
Jackson, the second place fmisher who most recently upset Dukakis i
the Michigan primary. Jackson did, however, run stronger in Ne
London than he did state-wide, losing to Dukakis 709 to 778.
On the Republican side, Vice President George Bush won 71
percent of the popular vote and 25 of Connecticut's 35 delegates.
State Representative Jay Levin and Democratic Chairman A.A.
Washton, bolh of whom are Dukakis supporters, were very pleased
with the results of Connecticut's primary. "Ihope [Dukakis] continue
to win and beats [Jackson]," said Washton.
Washton added that Jackson has had no prior political experience
"I'm against ministers, whether they be rabbis, preachers or priests, i
politics. I'm surprised that people his own color, who have been
persecuted for so long, would support someone who embraces such
leaders as Farrakhan, Castro and Arafat."
William Walter took time off from his brokerage firm, Waller an
Associates of New London, to direct the Jackson campaign in the city
Waller felt that Jackson's lack of experience should not be a factor'
the election. "Everybody starts their firstjob with no prior experience
1lhink there are larger problems to worry about than experience," sai
Waller.
Waller also felt that the final decision of who is placed on Ih
democratic ticket should be up to the American voters. "If Ihe peopl
vote for Jackson, the Democratic Party would self-destruct if the
denied him of the nomination at the convention, " said Waller.
State Representative Jay Levin felt Dukakis's chances for presiden
tial nomination were excellent. "Dukakis has run anationa1.campail(l1,.L--------------------------------------l
nO~,ir~i~~e~:~~.a::~;~~:I~~~~forelhiCalandeffectiVelead- Great Hunger Clean-up Adds Community Garden
ership, Dukakis has proven himself as Governor of Massachusetts," added
Levin.
Voter turnouts state-wide were generally low, wilh the Democrats
averaging 33 per cent tum out and Ihe Republicans averaging 20 per cent.
New London's turnout matched the regions average with 34 per cent of the
Democrats and 29 per cent of the Republicans voting.
New London Democrats
Divided on Presidential
Nomination Issue
by Nancy Gruskin
New London Focus Editor
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The Washington International Studies Center
Room 713A, 901 Six Street SW
Washington, DC 20024
(202) 337.937819379
(BO/AA)
WINTER. SPRING· SUMMER· FALL
STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR LESS AT
OXFORD
Several Collllges of Oxford University have--
invitedwise to recommend qualified students
to study under the tutorial system as Visiting
Students or Associate Students for one year or
for one or two tenns. Upper Sophomore status
is required, and graduate study 18 available.
Integrated student housing, social activities,
tours offered by WiSe. A ~ecial summer
session is directed bywise
PltSt student· evaluations available.
INTERN IN
WASHINGTON
SUMMER 1988
Pre-profes.,ional program: internships inCongress, the
media, the White House, think tanks, etc. Related
courses in Government or Journalism.
DEMOCRATS
GORE
JACKSON
DUKAKIS
SIMON
OTHERS
by Lisa Allegretto
News Editor
On April 23,lheOfficeofYolun-
teer Career Services (OYCS) will
hold the Ihird annual Great Hun-
ger Clean-up as part of Ihe nation-
wide Student Campaign Against
Hunger project.
Connecticut College, the Coast
Guard Academy, Mitchell Col-
lege and U.S. Sub Base School
students will participate in Ihe
Hunger Clean-up at Winlhrop
High-Rise and Bates Woods, two
federally funded housing projects
in New London.
The funding and supplies for Ihe
Hunger Clean-up come from area
businesses who donate equipment
and money for Ihe project.
In addition to the Great Hunger
Clean-up, OVCS' will also begin a
community garden project at
Winlhrop High-Rise.
'We got a grant from the Pequot
Community Foundation to fund
Ihe community garden," said
Wenley Ferguson '88, who initi-
ated lheGreat Hunger Clean-up at
Connecticut College two years
ago. "We need Ihe money for
Ihings like Ihe plowing, Ihe fence,
I.GREEK SALADS
• MOUSAKA
.SEAFOOO
• SPAGHETll
• PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
the organizational costs ...
There are seven people presently
interested in Ihe community garden
of the ISO families that live in
Winthrop High-Rise. Each tenant
will have his own plot and will take
responsibility for it.
"Community gardens go on all
over," said Ferguson. "We were
thinking that, since there is no room
to plant at Winthrop High-Rise, we ~
could get somelhing else started on a
small scale."
According to Ferguson, setting up
Ihe community garden has been
problematic. '''The olher tenants
Ihink Ihat Ihe garden will be vandal-
ized," said Ferguson. "Hopefully, if
Ihese people are serious about i~
Ihey will go out Ihere and make sure
no one does vandalize it, get Ihe
word out down Ihere. Because, iflhe
word is out down. mere not to do
somelhing, they won't do it."
The success of Ihe previous Hunger
Clean-ups has helped Ihe New Lon-
don Housing Authority get more
federal grants to help cover mainte-
nance costs of area federal govern-
ment housing.
"Since the tenants have shown f.lore
OCEAN PIZZA
PALACE
We ~ 1 frH with nerr onkr 014
We now senor your fnorite wine & beer
10% off with
College 1.0.
67%
20%
4%
9%
appreciation for lhe place lhey live
in, the Housing Aulhority has been
able to get these grants," said
Ferguson. This greater apprecia-
tion has stemmed from the Hunger
Clean-up. This year the New Lon-
don Housing Authority received a
$1 million multi-use grant from Ihe
federal government.
Also, since the start of the Hunger
Clean-up, Winthrop High-Rise has
been able to get police protection
which Ihey did not have two years
ago.
The money raised from Ihe Hunge.
Clean-up will be dislributed to fIve
area hunger relief agencies: Trinit)
Missionary Soup Kitchen, Ihe Bat·
tered Women's Shelter, Ihe Cove·
nant Shelter, Ihe Food Pantry an
Ihe Truman Street Soup Kitchen.
The New London communityread
ily supports Ihe Hunger Clean-up~
So far OVCS has raised $1,000 in
donations. -
'''The city does really support us
They are very excited about Ihi<
project because it's Ihe one Ihing
Ihat Connecticut College students
are doing wilh community mem-
bers. There is no other project Iike
27 West Main Street Mystic. Connecticut 06355 (203) 536·1943
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",'- The Ivy League Year in New York1:
"-~ Qualified upperclassmen are invited to apply for admission to
~ Columbia College as visiting students beginning in September1l 1988. Full access to housing, library resources. and upper divi-
~ sion courses. For further information and an application. write
or call:
Columbia College Admissions Office
212 Hamillon Hall
New York. New York 10027
(212) 280-2521
SLU ia Mdid ... member 01. AA/F£JB
Saint Louis University's
Academic: Year inMadrid
COMPLEl1l ClJRlUCU\.U~ Ensl;,h, SpoaOoh.
Liberal Alta, a_.. A: Mnillliatntion. TBSOL,
Scim<ea, ~ S_.
Ondu ... Coomoc< _ ......
Sammcr Session in Jaly
Sola, LouIs UaI..m1y
SIudyAbroodC ..............
AdmJsstoos OfIlce
221 North Grand Blvd
St. Lo. MO 63103
ToD.free tel: l..soct.315
Coatact:
Raymond L. Sullivant, SJ.
S.int Lou. Unhocnity in Madrid
eane de laVina, 3
Msdrid 28003 SPAIN
Tel' ZB·21132/233-28IZ
McCarter's
BOOKSHELF
INTERESTED IN-BEING ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
EDITOR 1988-89?
Applications are on the door of the
Voice Office
ARE YOU A BUDDING AUTHOR SEARCHING FQR
AVENUES OF EXPRESSION?
The College Voice Magazine is looking for writers.
Applications are on the door of the Voice Office.
Crozier-Williams 21 2
Cffu:. Cutting Cuw
IN THE YELLOW BRICK MALL
DOWNTOWN MYSTIC
PHONE #
(203) 572·8229
PEGGY PELLAND, PROP.
New London Mall
444-7944
(expires 1-31-BB)
AXELROD Discount Tire
10% Discount with this ad on tires!
Distributor of Michelin, Pirelli, General, Firestone, Goodyear,
Englebert, Kleber, Stratton, TriSun, Sonic
10% Discount on all auto service including:
-brakes -shocks -oil change -front endwork -tune-ups -winterizing -batteries
• Free alignment • Free Rotations • Free Flat Repair
~ __ ... (with a purchase of any four tires) .JII .........
North Frontage Road, New London
Mon.-Fri.BAM-5:30PM Sat.BAMto 3PM
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
"Ernie! Look wIlat you're d~lng
_ take those shoes all!
"Johnson back 0lil Ifs an Armondla
IIdderdalil, all right - bUI Ifs rabid!"
arcelona
"Man, larry, I don't know if we're up to this.,;..
1mean, this guy's gal kneecaps Irom hell.
INsmClTE FOR SOCIAL
AND. INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Study Abroad
in
Spain
,"",I-.;S~;::;.I...::S"," Institute, for Social,and
- International Studies
• Social Science - Humanities Curriculum
• High Academic Standards
• Semester I Term I Year Abroad
• Permanent Fulltime Faculty
• Courses Taught in English
• Homestays Available
• Transferable University Credit
• Financial Aid
Contact: ISIS cia ..•• .fl!.....
American Heritage MIOClIUon "lin<;$'
P.O. Box 425
Lake Oawego, Oregon 87034
1-80(l.654-2051 outside Oregon
1-80(l.642·2445 In Oregon
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{Rowdy College Students Riot on Spring Break
!-<
(CPS)·· Tempers and efforts volved," said police Officer Karen Springs - where in 1986 hundreds ~ \\
.!I 10show off,apparently raised toex- Holtz, "mouths start getting bigger, of students ran wild, vandalized f~~""'~ffiO' JJ'IJ f\ j'J\ ~'v
~ plosivelevelsbyi~heat,ledlO and guys start thinking they're property, threw rocks, assaulted @~Vo,l'\.. \,' i t-.\\'Dv
j'thesecondmajOfnOlSofthecoUege lOugher than they are." female passersby and briefly took ~. _ ~ ,~
"0 spring break season the last week- Holtz said the mixture of 100- over the central business district <: ..
U end of March. degree beat and alcohol contributed before police moved in to arrest 708i! Palm Beach, CA, police ar- to the disturbances. people and issue 4,943 citations -
rested seventy-five people and is- A week earlier, students on were "nothing out of hand."
sued citations to 200 others during break in Port Aransas, Texas.rioted After the 1986 riots, Palm
a weekend of sporadic fighting and for four hours, dispersing only after Springs and Fon Lauderdale in
public drunkenness among the seven people were injured, police Florida dropped their efforts to at-
50,000 students vacationing in the bombed the crowd with tear gas, tract students for spring break.
town, and eight people were arrested, Only Jamaica, the Gulf Coast of
"When you have alcohol in· Holtz said the troubles in Palm Texas and a handful of Florida
o
towns now actively try to lure stu-
dents to their beaches.
Mexico reportedly also is con-
sidering discouraging American
collegians from vacationing in tra-
ditional places like Mazatlan,
Nogales, and Rocky Point.
''There aren't very good feeling
in Mexico about young Ameri-
cans," said University of Arizona
Dean of Students Rosalind An-
dreas, who added students "are
behaving as if they don't have to be
responsible for their actions."
Music .. From The Streets To The Stars
RECORD WORLD . was killed when he fell off the top of
a train carrying a group of students
10Mazatlan.
InDa~onaBeach-byfarnow
the most popular spring break 10-
cale, this year bringing and esti-
mated 500,000 students to town
- six people have died this
season.
The fatalities occurred when
vacationers, reportedly drinking,
fell from hotel balconies.
Andreas's office, hoping to
prevent students from offending
their hosts, in late February pub-
lished a list of trip guidelines advis-
ing students that they don't have the
same rights in Mexico as they do at
home.
Nogales and Mazatlan police
have imprisoned rowdy American
students in recent years, Andreas
said.
In early March, moreover, an
Arizona State University student
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Typical College President
Is White, Male, 53 year-old
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
- The typical president of a col-
lege is a white, S3 year-old male,
the American Council on Educa-
tion (ACE) concluded in a new
swvey of who funs American
campuses March 30.
The prospects for more rninori-
ties or women ascending to campus
presidents. moreover, are dim, the
ACE - a group that represents
college presidents in Washington
-added.
Most colleges, the swvey said,
tend to pick as presidents people
who have been presidents or vice
presidents at smaller schools, or
who were full professors else-
where.
"The small supply of women
and minority [presidential] candi-
date who fit the traditional mold"
suggest that many schools will
continue to be led by white males,
said Madeleine Green, director of
ACE's Center for Leadership De-
velopment.
"Unless that pool is redefined,
for the short term, at least, women
and minorities will continue to
constitute a very small percentage
of chief executive officers," the
report concluded.
The ACE survey included reo
sponses from 2,105 chief executive
officers of accredited higher educa-
tion institutions.
ACE found that:
60 percent, had served as a college
president or vice president before
their current job.
4. About two-thirds of all the
presidents were recruited from the
same or a similar type of campus
they now headed.
5. Most college presidents, 85
percent, were married, but women
presidents were far more likely than
men to be divorced or never mar-
ried.
Green wants to study further
some of the questions the survey
raised.
"For example," Green won-
dered, "does the fact that most
presidents are married men mean
that it is more difficult to become a
president if you are single? Why is
it more difficult for a married
woman to become a chief executive
officer?"
"Are family and career at the
highest levels incompatible for
women? Are married women less
likel y to be selected or less likely to
want a presidency?"
"Why is it more
difficult for a
married woman to
become a chief
executive officer?"
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1. White people filled 93 per-
cent of the presidencies, and were
more likely to head doctorate grant-
ing universities and independent
institutions.
2. The median age of the presi-
dents swveyed was 53 years.
Women presidents were twice as
likely to be younger than age 40 as
men.
3. A majority of the presidents,
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MJAMI, FL (CPS) - The
nation's college student body has
gotten older faster than anyone -
including the colleges themselves
- realized, a still-unpublished
report circulated at a national
higher education conference last
week contended.
Forty-five percent of the people
now enrolled in college are older
than the age of25, the report by the
College Board said.
"Nontraditional" students may
make up 50 percent of American
college enrollment by 1998, the
report predicted.
Report author Carol B. Aslanian
... _.O.P.'N.'.V.'N.'N.C.S." s.P.'C.'A.l.OR.D.'.RS.G.lA.D.lY.T.AK.'.N." M.A.J.OR.C.R.ED.'Toiic.AR.D.S.HO.N.O.R'.O_~ added that, while most colleges
have started campaigns to recruit
older students to compensate for
the declining numbers of 18 year-
olds in the population, many
haven't installed programs that
serve the older students yet.
While Aslanian wouldn't corn-
ment on the repon, which is not
officially released yet, it caused a
big stir ar the American College
Personnel Association in Miami.
Most seemed 10agree with the
report's conclusions that campus
orientation programs, geared to 18
year-olds, generally don't address
the needs of older students, who in
some cases are never invited to
orientation.
College, moreover, have found
they're attracting a different type of
nontraditional student than they
had expected,
Though most schools aimed to
enroll "suburban housewives" who
had money to spend, the nontradi-
tional students actually registering
for classes are poorer women aim.
ing to train themselves for clerical
jobs.
The schools, said Adrienne
Aaron Rulnick of Berkshire Com-
munity College in Massachusetts,
"dido 'texpect [welfare] mothers or
a student who wanted to be a secre-
tary."
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SPORTS
by Jonathan s. Pudney
The College Voice
Strong spring winds, com-
bined with mounting tension over
qualifying for the Nationals, have
produced some of the most physi-
cally and mentally demanding
competition ever experienced by
the Connecticut College Sailing
Team.
For the first time in several
years, the race for the national
championship is wide open, and the
results from the first few spring
regattas have shown that the Cam-
els have their work cutout forthem.
Over spring break, the team
traveled to Old Dominion Univer-
sity to compete in the team racing
regatta. Team racing is different
from normal racing in that three
boats from each team are on the
race course at the same time. The
goal is to slow down the opposition,
so that a team can put itself in first
place. This event tests a team's
depth of talent, unity, tactical abil-
ity, and sailing speed.
The CONN squad finished a
joint third, after some close and
very aggressive action in strong
winds.
''There is a team racing na-
tionals, as well as a dingy nation-
als," James Appel ('89) said, "and
we got in great practice against
some of the best teams in the coun-
try. This will be very useful when
we try to qualify for one of the two
New England spots in May."
Sailing at this regatla for
CONN were seniors Rebecca
Roggemann, Peter Johnstone, Pam
Vanderkloot, Jonathon Pudney,
and Adam Werblow; juniors Ap-
pel, Mix Davis and Tony Rey; and
sophomore Elizabeth Edge.
. During the final weekend of
spring break, the CONN team went
to Harvard to race for the oldest
trophy in college sailing, the Bos-
ton Dingy Club Cup. Strong winds
and rough waters caused problems
for the sailors, including the sink-
ing of two crew shells.
By the end of the weekend,
the CONN saiJors pulled them-
'selves back from a 10th place on
Saturday to a joint sixth place on
Sunday. The Camels tied Kings
Point, the 1987 National Champi-
ons.
Sailing to a sixth place in "A"
division were Pudney and Van-
derkloot. In "B" division, Wcr-
blow, Edge, Rey, and Davis com-
bined for a joint 7th place.
On that same weekend,
CONN also finished second behind
the Coast Guard Academy in the
Vietor Trophy, Saling in this event
were Appel, Sarah Webb ('88),
Peter Quinn ('90), and Lisette
Suarez ('90).
On Sunday of that weekend,
CONN dominated all three regat-
las. At the Southern Series I,
CONN's Jen Cook ('90), Keith
Kraemer ('90), Jen Coolidge ('91),
and Aime Conley ('91) won easily.
At Coast Guard, CONN won
both invitational regattas convinc-
ingly, gaining revenge for the loss
at the Vietor Cup, The winning
sailors were Appel, Peter Eastman
('89), Brad Carpenter ('90), and
Liarn Russell ('90).
"As the team moves to the
mid-season mark, they should start
to really tum on the heat," CONN
Coach Tom Merola said, adding
that, for a number of different rea-
sons, the Camels have not been able
to send full teams to every regatta
so far this season.
On April 3 and 4, the team
traveled to Medford Lake, which is
the home site of Tufts University.
16 teams from as far as U. Cal.-
Berkeley compete in the event.
Only a few points seperated
CONN and Tufts going into the
final race. However, CONN was
not able to overcome the Tufts lead,
and ended up second.
Sailing to a sixth place finish
in "An division were Johnstone and
Roggemann, Pudney and Vanderk-
loot finished first in "B" division.
The Easter weekend also saw
CONN winning at the Southern
Series, with Kraemer, Quinn,
Sailing Team:
Suarez, and Leslie Goodwin ('90)
combining for the victory.
The big boat/off shore team
has been practicing on the Thames
River, gearing up for the Kennedy
Cup, the National Championship in
which CONN finished second last
year.
"Having a big boat team that
does well isjusta funther indication
of how strong the Connecticut
College sailing program is," skip-
per Ward Blodgett ('89) said.
"What makes it so special is that we
have so few facilities compared to
other teams. but we have some of
the country's most talented sailors,
and they work togetherreallyeffec-
tively."
"And what are you going to be when you grow up?"
);.
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~ 1------------- cially have a varsity team or even a
O
oo~, by James J. Saunders baseball diamond. The guys on the
:=: The College Voice
team are really willing to learn, and
~ The Connecticut College they have good practice habits.
E.. Men's Baseball Team is in its third "Our pitching is strong; we
year of existence, and wilt be eli-have five pitchers, two left handed
gible for varsity status next year. and three right handed. We have
The players and coach, however, four extremely good outfielders,
have continued to treat their team and an infield that is young, but
as if it were already a varsity squad. they are good workers and will gaiu
Co-captains Rusty Logan valuable experience."
('88)and John Current ('89) agreed Current was very pleased
that "we can't get any more serious about the team's gaining a coach.
without becoming a varsity sport." "Getting Coach Baugh has
Logan added that the team has the really been a unifying factor for the
full compliment of games allowed team," Current said. "He has given
a club sport. us definite direction."
A quick look at the history of Logan agreed.
the program shows tremendous "Before we got Coach
growth. In its first year, the baseball Baugh, things were confused be-
club had only four games and re- cause all 12guys would try to be the
ceived no funding. The club's sec- coach."
ond season consisted of five games Every player on the squad is
and still no funding. enthusiastic about the upcoming
This year, the squad has 12 season.
games, and a budget of approxi- "We should do well this sea-
mately $2,000. This season also son," pitcher Jorge Colon ('89)
marks the first time that the team said. "Coach Baugh has instilled a
has had a practice field consistentiy work ethic for the team that hasn't
at its disposal. been seen around here in quite a
The most significant change while. He is a great addition with
for the team this year has been the good leadership abilities."
additionofafull-timecoach,Kevin Baugh expects good things
Baugh. from the squad this season.
"This is my first experience "I am very pleased with the
as a coach, but I have played lots of team," Baugh said. "If we are men-
baseball in my life," Baugh said. "I tally tough and don't make a lot of
played in high school, college, and errors, we will gain confidence and
the minor leagues. I really know win a lot of games. It should be a lot
and love the game." of fun."
Baugh is impressed with the The CONN baseball team
team he is working with. anticipates strong fan support dur-
"I was really surprised at the ing its home games, especially its.
high calibre of players on the team March 26th contest against rival
given that the school doesn't offi- Trinity College.
Men's Crew Team
Men's Crew Gets Through First Race
by NIdi: Roosevelt
The College Voice
After spending mostof spring
break training, the Connecticut
College Men's Crew Team loaded
up its boats and headed to MIT's
boat house in Boston on March 26,
for the team's first race of the sea-
son, only to have it called off due to
excessive wind.
OnApril 2, the CONN men's
crew travelled to Lowell, Mass., to
compete against the University of
Lowell, and Coach Bob Gillette
was satisfied with his team's per-
formance.
"The ftrstraceofthe year, you
just want to get through it," Gillette
said. "Everybody had a pretty good
race, and almost everybody got to
row twice:'
Due to a scheduling mix-up,
CONN's freshman heavyweight
eight raced against Lowell's varsity
lightweight eight. Lowell's light-
weight boat was much more experi-
eneed, and prevailed over the
CONN freshmen in the final
strokes of the race.
"I was kind of glad that this
mix-up happened," GiUette said.
"They [CONN's. freshmen]
would've killed Lowell's fresh-
men. This race helped our freshmen
a lot; they were really pushed."
In other races, the CONN
Varsity lightweights won easily
over the Lowell freshmen. The
CONN freshmen "B" outclassed
Lowell by 32 seconds despite a
jumped slide. The lightweight four
also won their event.
The CONN varsity eight and
heavyweight four both performed
below their potential, dropping
their races to Lowell.
"I really don't care if we lose
races now," Gillette said. "Every
race has a purpose, and is a learning
experience. as we work towards the
New Englands and Dad Vails in
May."
Womens Track & Field Passes First Test
Finishes Third At Westfield State
by Nancy Northrop
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Women's Track & Field Team
passed its first serious test on April
2 at Westfield State, The team
placed third out of 10 teams, quali-
fied two people for the ECAC
Championships, broke three team
records, and established numerous
personal best performances.
Though the result was not as
impressive as the strong win the
team had at the Tristate Relays on
March 26 (when CONN dominated
the competition, outscoring its
nearest rival, Rhode Island Col-
lege, by 150 points), Coach Ned
Bishop was very happy with the
outcome.
"I am about as pleased as I
could be," Bisbop said. ''They [the
CONN runners] did considerably
better than the last meet"
Bishop thought that the dis-
tance runners had an especially
impressive meet
"Without a doubt, the dis-
tance runners had their best meet
collectively since we've been a
team. They ran seven good races,
seven smart races, with lots of per-
sona! bests and one team record."
Kelly Bernier ('90) came in
third in the 5000 meters (19:18.1),
taking more than six seconds off the
previous CONN record, and almost
nine seconds off the personal best
time she set in winning the 5000 in
the first meet.
Kristine Kissell ('89) and co-
captain Jean Whalen ('88) placed
third and fourth, respectively, in the
same race.
With over 20 personal bests,
Bishop was excited about the pros-
pects for a number of team mem-
bers to qualify for the ECAC's.
In the Westfield meet. fresh-
men Marci Patterson (400 meter
hurdles), and Caroline' Pool (100
meters) joined co-captain Kathy
Grinnell ('89) as qualifiers. Grin-
nell, the team's high scorer with
53.5 points, qualified in the ham-
mer throw in the first meet.
"10 to 15 people could qual-
ify this year," Bishop said. ''We've
had about 10people qualify each of
the last two years. My goal is to get
more people there. It'sa grearexpe-
rience.
"A lot of the times [in the
second meet] were very close to
qualifying. It's very exciting to be
that close this early in the season. It
gives them confidence, and shows
them they can do it."
Bishop explained that the
team did extremely well with the
increased competition. Previously,
CONN only had a scrimmage and
the relatively easy relay meet (in
which they won 10 of 15 events). In
this meet. which contained the nor-
mal schedule of events, CONN
faced much stiffer competition,
including three NESCAC tearnS-
Amherst. Bates, and Tufts.
The Camels took this in-
creased competition in style, rising
to the occasion. Sophomore Jen-
nifer Harvey ran a 1:04.5 in the 400
meters, taking a full second off of
her best time from last year.
In her first triple jump this
year, Mandy Hartshorne ('90)
added more than six inches to her
best.
Grinnell came in second in
the discus, and continued her domi-
nation of the hammer event, win-
ning it with a.throw of 134'3",
breaking her own CONN record.
Patterson set a new record in
the 400 meter hurdles (1:09.4),
taking nearly two seconds off the
previous record.
"If there was one surprise. it
was the way Melissa Marquis ['90]
ran her 800 meters," Bishop said.
"She took 1.5 seconds off her per-
sonal best. but ran 13 seconds faster
than the week before, [and] in the
last lap she passed Coast Guard's
best distance runner. That gOI us
very excited."
But even more than the fine
individual performances, Bishop
was especially impressed with the
auitude the team took toward the
meet.
"I was very happy with our
mental approach. We talked indi-
vidually and as a team about being
competitors, being tough-minded,
[about] knowing tactically what to
do and doing it. "
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SPORTS
Men's Tennis Team Looks To
Repeat Last Year's Performance
by Eric Stem
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Men '8 Tennis Team is in that diffi-
cult position familiar to all great
sports teams-it is burdened with
duplicating last season's effort, one
that gave it a record breaking II
wins, to only one loss.
'We are very optimistic."
Coach Tom Perrault said. "We
hope to repeal our performance, in
spite of a harder schedule this
year."
So far this season, the Camels
are playing at par. After beginning
the season with three matches in
California during spring break, and
two more since returning to the
cold, they are at4-1.
In addition, they are ranked
second in New England, and 26th in
the nation.
"That number," Perrault said,
"should soon be much lower."
Anchored by Tim Smith
('90) and Tom Price ('88), both of
Men's Tennis: Tom Price'88
whom platoon for the "number
one" position, CONN will be a
serious contender for the NESCAC
championship. In that tournament
last season, the Camels were run-
ners-up.
Seniors Bill Saunders is opti-
mistic about the team's chances.
"So far, everything is looking
really going to be any better than us,
and I see no reason why we can't
win it all."
The Camels, after winning
two of their three matches in Cali-
fornia, returned to New England
and posted two consecutive shut-
outs, against Clark and Wesleyan.
Solid Opener At Lowell
For Women's Crew
-
Good Showing by Men's Track & Field atl Non-Scoring Meets
by Kelly Bernier
The College Volee
Returning early from spring
break, the Connecticut College
Men's Track & Field Team fared
well at the Rhode Island College
Relays on March 26.
Although the meet was non-
scoring, the Camels unofficially
placed third in the seven-team
event with 93 points, behind Bryant
College (106 points) and South-
eastern Massachusetts University
(100 points).
On April 2, the Camels fin-
ished an unofficial fifth place of
eight teams in the Westfield State
Invitational, another non-scoring
meet
Coach Ed Mighten appreci-
ated the fact that these events were
not officially scored, since he
wanted the team to get more out of
the meets than simply scores and
places.
"We had a chance to do a lot
of events in very low-key situ-
ations, and this helped to get in
good performances," Mighten said.
Some of these good perform-
ances involved first place finishes
in four of the relays.
Co-captain John Ong ('88),
Ted Liang ('88), Jason Schmidt
('91), and Dan Hardrick ('90)
clocked a :45.5 to win lhe400meter
relay, in which Ihey remain unde-
feated. The same four man team
also came back towin the 800 meter
relay in 1:35.0 .'
A time of 3:45.7 allowed the
1600 meter relay team of Hal Prall
('89), Liang, co-captain Jeff
Ramsay ('88), and Andrew
Donaldson ('90) to notch a first
place finish.
The sprint medley relay team
of Schmidt, Ong, Pratt, and
Donaldson also captured first place
in a time of 3:47.6.
Mighten especially praised
newcomer Hardrick for his strong
performances.
"Dan [Hardrick] talked for a
while about coming out for the
team," Mighten said. "Actually, I
was surprised to find out that he is
so talented. He is also serious about
the sport"
Hardrick admitted that he is
enjoying what he is doing.
"I am happy to be making
positive contributions to the track
team this year. The workouts can be
demanding, but I keep pushing
myself because I love the competi-
tiveness of the sport"
Mighten also commented on
Donaldson, who had quite an im-
pressive day at the Westfield State
Invitational. Donaldson ran an
exceptional time of 4: 16 in the 1500
meters, and with a time of :52.2, he
broke the school record in the 400
meters, a mark that was formerly
held by teammate Pratt.
"Andrew [Donaldson] made
the commitment to crosscountry in
the fall because he knew that he
needed the training to get his times
down," Mighten said. "The 800
meter run is his main race. but he is
running the 1500 to keep his
strength. He looks so strong, and
it's all due to his commitment to
cross country:'
Donaldson agrees with
Mighten.
"Running cross country re-
ally helped me build up my endur-
ance level. I had a problem finish-
ing strong in races last year, but this
year I feel a lot stronger."
TeammatePrattalso turned in
a solid performance by placing
second in the 200 meter dash in
23.2, equalling the school record in
the event
Ed Hewson ('89) and fresh-
man SCOll Cave also equalled
school records, in the pole vault
(3.2 meters) and high jump (6 feet),
respectively.
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Men's Lacrosse: Tim Fegan ('89) Nancy Ross?The. Colllge Voice
eighth-year Coach Fran Shields
said. UIt gave us the momentum
going into the second half."
In the second half, CONN
exploded. DeJoux led the attack,
scoring the tying and go-ahead
goals in the third quarter. In the
fourth quarter, DeJoux added two
more tallies, as did junior Jamie
Worrell. NEC countered with two
late goals for the 10-6 final.
Shields praised the work of
his defense. Eric FilIer('90) and co-
captain Dave Gross ('88) effec-
tively shut down NEC leading
scorer Doug Mumford. CONN
goalie Larry Goldstein ('88) played
an excellent game, collecting 15
saves.
CONN traveled to Hartford to
face NESCAC rival Trinity last
Wednesday afternoon, and suf-
fered its first defeat of the season at
the hands of the Bantams.
Trailing 4-1 early, the Camels
fought back and were down by. the
score of 5-4 at the end of the first
.quarter. CONN's big goal came as
a result of a hard hit by Rob Hale
('88), knocking the ball away fror-
a Trinity defenseman and into the
nel.
The Camels completed their
first half comeback with two sec-
onds remaining. Gately took a
beautiful pass from Brooks Brown
('91), and beat Trinity goalie Joe
Madeira with a shot to the top right
corner to even the score at six.
"We showed poise and deter-
,mination in coming back:' Shields
said. "We could have folded."
CONN took the lead seven
minutes into the second half on
Hale's second goal of the game.
From there, however, Trinity took
control of the contest, scoring six
goals in six minutes, to take a 12-7
lead.
The Camels closed the gap to
12-9 on goals by Mack and Andy
Sharp ('89).
"We're a young team and we
made young mistakes," Shields
said. "Their [Trinity's] flurry of
goals killed us."
CONN's next game is at
Wesleyan on Tuesday, before the
team heads to Maine to face Colby
and Bates this weekend.
by Jim Brown and Jeff Dorflnan
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
Men's Lacrosse Team opened its
regular season on March 17 in
Tampa, Fla., by knocking off 10th-
ranked New England College 10-6.
The win propelled CONN to its
highest ranking ever, eighth in New
England.
The Camels did not fare as
well upon their return to Connecti-
cut, dropping a hard-fought 12-9
decision to Trinity IastWednesday.
Against New England Col-
lege (NEC), theCamels were led by
sophomore attack Ed DeJoux, who
had five goals and one assist; and
freshman Tom Gately, with one
goal and four assists.
The most important of
Gately's assists came late in the
second quarter with CONN trailing
4-2. Gately fed Rick Mack ('91),
who tallied his second goal of the
game with four seconds remaining
in the half to make the score 4-3.
''That [Mack's goal] was the
biggest goal of the game for us,"
High Expectations ForWomen's Lax
Campbell said.
Campbell is enthused ahout
this year's team, and puts it in a
category different from past teams.
"Our success this year is due
to all 12 people on the field and
those who come off the bench,"
Campbell said. "In the past, one or
two people have been responsible
for the success. Now if one person
is not doing well, someone else can
pick up the slack."
According to Campbell,
CONN is playing a more sophisti-
cated style of lacrosse this season,
hoth offensively and defensively.
"There is more movement,"
Campbell said. "Each player is
more responsible 'in the offense
with a series of cUIS,and the defense
requires everyone to play heads
up."
Campbellex~ainedthatthe
expectations are a little higher this
year because there are so many
seniors (eight) on the squad.
by Beth McKiernan
The College Voice
Campbell is looking for a much
greater "mental game" from the
seniors.
''The core of the seniors helps
the team be together:' Legge said.
Both Legge and Campbell
spoke highly of the freshmen on the
team.
''They have a 101 to offer,"
Legge said. "They are adding a new
spark to the game."
The class of'9 I is well repre-
sented by starting goalie Sarah
Hurst, who according to Campbell,
"is gening better every game;" and
Eva Cahalan, who leads the team in
hoth goals and assists.
Campbell also attributes
some of the team's success 10 the
strong junior varsity program,
which is I-I this season.
"We're playing an exciting
team game," Campbell said.
"There's no easy game on our
schedule, [but] we should be in
everyone."
Decisive victories and one-
goal losses have dominated the first
two weeks of the season for the
Connecticut College Women's
Lacrosse Team. The squad's record
is 2-2.
Returning from spring break
training in Florida with a 15-8 win
over Wooster College under its
belts, CONN fell to Wellesley 13-
12 on March 31.
"It was our first game [after
. Florida]," co-captain Robin Legge
('88) said. "There were a lot of
nerves. We just didn't have it to-
gether."
The Camels hounced back
with a 16-11 victory over Wheaton
on April 2; and a strong perform-
ance against Trinity last Thursday,
coming up just one goal short, los-
ing 12-1 I.
"We played our best lacrosse
yet against Trinity," Coach Amy
by Man: LaPlace
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SHEll..A LENIART ('89), co-captain of the women's swim
team, became CONN's first swimming AIl-American after her per-
formance in March's Division III National Campionships. Leniart
placed 12th in the 200 yard freestyle, clocking a 1:56.79; and finished
13th in the 100 yard freestyle with a time of :54.24.•••
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: Junior KATHY GRINNELL has
been the women's traekand field team's leading scorer in both of the
team's meets this season.
At Rhode Island College, Grinnell broke the single meet scoring
record (30.5 points), and is on pace to break CONN's season scoring
record held by DENISE LLEWELYN ('87).
Grinnell is undefeated this year in the hammer throw, and
qualified for the ECAC's in the hammer throw on her first toss of the
season. She also finished second in the discus in hoth of the team's
meets, won the shot put in the first meet, and placed sixth in the javelin
in both meets.
"She's been doing a lot," Coach NED BISHOP said. "She's one
of our co-captains, and obviously sbe has been leading by example. "
